SPECIALISTS IN NUMERICAL
SIMULATION AND TEST ENGINEERING

Closer to reality

Engineering challenges ?
Think simulation

Our added value
➔ The unsurpassed combination of digital simulation
and test engineering
➔ More than 25 years’ experience on which to capitalise
➔ International business expertise

Our teams develop cutting edge services, based on
unique expertise in numerical simulation coupled
with physical tests.
We have a wealth of more than 25 years’ experience
and complete mastery of real time testing. We offer
to engineers, designers and industrial designers,
unique solutions to minimise design risks, pre-industrialise their concepts and accelerate the time
taken to put their innovations on the market.

Hardware

➔ Linux Cluster: 480 cores
➔ OS: SUSE LINUX
➔ Cluster Silicon Graphics
24 nodes Altix XE 340
➔ Hexa-cores Westmere X5675
3.06 GHz
➔ RAM: 94 GB - 2133 MHz DDR4
ECC reg.
➔ Infiniband network

Software

➔ Meshing: Hypermesh / PATRAN / SIMLAB / Workbench
➔ Multiphysics solvers: ANSYS / NASTRAN /
OS Solveur / Radioss / Abaqus / Ls Dyna / PAMCRASH
➔ Topological and topographical optimisation:
Optistruct / ANSYS / HYPERSTUDY / LS-OPT / LS-TASK
➔ CFD : ANSYS Fluent / STAR-CCM+/ Open Foam / Acusolve /
LS Dyna Multiphysics
➔ Multi-body: SIMPACK / Motionsolve
➔ Business Software: COBRA / SAFE LIFE DESIGN (SLD) /
CAESAR (piping)

Multiphysics :
The future of numerical
simulation
Safety, comfort, durability and energy efficiency: these days all the players in the industry are
using their capacity for innovation to improve the performance of their products.
Numerical simulation provides fast, accurate responses to these engineering challenges in
all industrial sectors: automobile industry, aeronautics, railways, space, armaments, health,
energy, civil and climatic engineering, consumer goods, etc.
Our teams have been pioneers in numerical simulation since 1989. They have capitalised on
their experience with the most demanding industrial contractors by integrating their design
teams.
From this approach they gain unique feedback which is seen through an ability to support
industrialists in the product validation phase by numerical simulation and tests.
The management of numerical simulation in its metaphysics aspects enables our experts to
speed up the product development phase, by setting up experimental designs and multicriteria
optimisation strategies.
In addition, CIMES has developed very specific expertise in the field of multiaxial fatigue in
both metal and non-metal materials. This expertise is incorporated into the Safe Life Design
software marketed by CIMES.

A methodological approach of multiphysics
optimisation
CIMES has developed a global product validation approach which directs
and synchronises all the disciplines of numerical simulation, testing and
optimisation of complex, innovative systems.

Multibody Dynamics.
Coupled rigid/
flexible bodies and
biomechanics
Durability multiaxial
fatigue. S-N/E-N
curves, random
vibrations, Rain-Flow

CFD - Heat
exchanges.
Thermomechanics, fluid
structure coupling

Advanced
optimisation
Explicit
calculation,
SPH, ALE. CrashSafety, impact,
explosions, sloshing,
fast dynamics

Acoustics - vibration.
Aeroacoustics, NVH,
tests-measurements

Implicit linearnon-linear
calculation. Static,
Dynamic, Buckling,
Thermic, Plasticity,
Quasi-static,
Contact

Electromagnetism CEM & Rotating
machinery

Closer to reality

CIMES’ added value in the product development phase lies in routine comparison of our
simulation work with the physical measurements from tests and trials.
• The characterisation of materials feeds into the numerical models
• Modal matching and the tests-calculations correlation make it possible to validate numerical
modelling
• Line measurements make it possible to reconstitute true loads
• Physical measurements in real or aggravated operating situations make it possible to
validate and complete the predictive numerical simulation approach.

CIMES is developing close
partnerships with many test
and trials platforms, some of
which are unique in the world.

Test methods

➔ Fast dynamics
- Catapult
- Drop tester
- Pendulum impacts
- Pedestrian impact bench
➔ Impact-Fatigue
- Traction/compression machine
- Seat belt anchorage test bench
- Hydraulic cylinder test benches
➔ Vibration, acoustic and climatic
- Semi-anechoic chamber
- Aggravated test chambers
- Long jet wind tunnel
➔ Braking - aeraulics - thermics
- Dynamometric test bench
- Aeraulic test bench
- Sunshine testing room
- Climatic chamber

➔ PASSIVE SAFETY: Crash/Fast Dynamics
➔ MECHANICAL RESISTANCE: Quasi-static tests,
endurance/fatigue, impacts
➔ CONFORT: Combined vibratory, acoustic or climatic
tests
➔ ACTIVE SAFETY: Braking and Aerodynamics (Wind
tunnel)
➔ AGGRAVATED TESTS: Halt & Hass method
➔ TEST CUSTOMISATION: On-board measurements,
definition of stress profiles, instrumentation with strain
gauges

Characterisation
of materials

➔ Static tests
➔ Dynamic tests
➔ Endurance-fatigue tests
➔ Thermo-mechanical tests
➔ Micro-tomographic characterisation
➔ High speed traction machines
➔ Hopkinson bars
➔ Gleeble

Simulation Driven Design
CIMES offers industrialists an innovative approach to
design by putting numerical simulation and optimisation upstream of product development. The most relevant demonstration of this approach is the design or
redesign of parts for additive manufacturing.
Our interventions are adapted to the logics and restrictions of each market, and are intended as much for large
industrial groups as for innovative start-ups.
Our objective is to open up the field of possibilities and
speed up the product development phase.

Study and test engineering
CIMES works with your teams to put in place innovative engineering solutions, based on numerical simulation: prime design,
automation of meshing and calculational loops, sizing and verification (specific or regulatory calculations), interpretation
and use of experimental measurements, etc.
➔ Mechanics: linear and non-linear statics, transient dynamics, DSP, vibrations, impact, crash, earthquake; implicit and
explicit calculation
➔ CFD: external aerodynamics, heat exchanges, atmospheric dispersion and industrial accidents, sloshing, fluid structure
coupling, phase changes, fire engineering. etc.
➔ Mono and multi-axial fatigue and durability: EN methods, SN, Haigh and Goodman diagrams, rain-flow counting, crack
propagation, etc.
CIMES also supports your teams in moving from simulation to reality with the setting up of test resources suitable for your
regulatory or technical resources.
➔ Definition of test programmes
➔ Establishment of test specifications, gauge and instrumentation plans
➔ T
 est monitoring, interpretation of results, test calculation correlation
➔ Design for assembly and resources for tests (static, fatigue, impact, tribology, current collection, etc.)

Technical assistance

Software engineering and
business solutions
CIMES engineers, who have designed
many specific computer developments,
have recognised expertise in
programming business applications or
the creation of dedicated applications for
automated meshing and calculational
loops.
These solutions enable your productivity
to be improved in the phases of
modelling and post-processing of
results.
➔ Business developments: Ansys APDL,
HyperWorks (HyperMesh, Acusolve,
etc.), LS-Dyna, Nastran, model and
data format converter (Radioss vs LS
Dyna).
➔ Programming languages: Visual
Basic, Java, Python, C and C++

Our business engineers can join your
teams daily to assist them in numerical
simulation, design and conception
tasks.
Our numerical simulation experts can
also intervene to provide methodology
and technical support on the leading
numerical tools on the market, from
preparing simulations to the critical
interpretation of the results or by
externalising the HPC calculation.

Expertise
Our experts can assess and diagnose
the behaviour of your existing products
and processes, using numerical
simulation and specific tests: search
for pathologies, assessment of the
potential for adaptation of existing
elements (search for the root cause,
extension of service life, redesign,
etc.), requalification and rehabilitation

Better designs for all
industries
■

 ulti-disciplinary optimisation under
M
Crash and NVH constraints

■

 erodynamics and CFD: energy
A
efficiency, aerodynamic optimisation,
interior comfort of the passenger
compartment

■

 tudy of the dynamic behaviour of
S
the vehicle by multibody simulation

■

 rime design and lightweight design
P
(boilers, chassis, bogies, equipment)

 ibroacoustic simulation for
V
improvement of comfort

■

 ailway dynamics by multibody study
R
(comfort, stability, running safety, wear
of wheels and the infrastructure)

 nergy efficiency of engines and
E
turbocompressors

■

 ew axle, traction, and transmission
N
concepts

■

 utomobile equipment in the field of
A
the plastics industry: dashboards,
air lines and air filters, reservoirs

DURABLE
MOBILITY
RAILWAYS
Rolling stock,
intermodal
solutions, freight and infrastructures:
our teams have capitalised on their
expertise with the most demanding and
most innovative railway contractors.
■

■

■

 rash and railway impact studies:
C
complete trains, wagons or subassembly (energy absorbers, coupling
bars, buffers)

■

 FD, external and internal
C
aerodynamics, heat exchanges

■

 ests on the line and on the bench
T
(specification, monitoring, analysis
and correlation)

■

Adherence to norms and standards

AUTOMOTIVE
The CIMES
numerical
simulation
tools enable
engineering
teams in the automotive sector to
design and test complex, innovative
systems combining the technologies
of communications, consumption
reduction, use of electric and hybrid
traction, active and passive safety
systems, etc.
■

■

 imulation of crash safety, to
S
improve active and passive safety
systems: new structural concepts,
innovative materials
 VH and durability simulation,
N
to improve comfort and dynamic
behaviour

AERONAUTICS
CIMES teams
stand out by
their knowledge
of the behaviour
of innovative
materials and assembly systems
(bonded and riveted assemblies,
composite structures, polymers, etc.),
including under extreme constraints:
fire engineering, crash, bird strikes,
high velocity, etc.
The CIMES teams can intervene in
the validation of aerostructures, on
calculations for equipment or interior
components (seats, partitions, etc.).
The fields where CIMES engineers
intervene in aeronautical numerical
simulation are fatigue calculations,
impact resistance, imposed
movements, vibrations and heat stress.
CIMES has developed particular
expertise in fatigue validation with
random vibrations using the 3-band
method for aeronautical equipment.
This specific expertise is strengthened
by test feedback.

NAVAL
The CIMES
expertise in the
management
of large scale
modelling and
meshing automation proves its value in
the naval domain due to the huge size of
naval structures.
Our teams assess hull resistance,
optimise hydrodynamic performance
of the architecture, test the propulsion
systems (propellers, hulls and
appendices), model seakeeping, etc.
TRUCK AND BUS
Numerical
simulation enables
bus and truck
manufacturers
to develop new
vehicles using the
vehicle handling
data of their existing range. In this
business, the use of prototypes and
tests remains very expensive and it is
therefore important to remove the risk
from designs by numerical simulation.
CIMES operates in the simulation of
vehicle dynamics, in crash and safety,
vibrations (NHV), durability, acoustics
and energy efficiency
CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY
In this sector CIMES is developing
complete simulation models, which
integrate, evaluate and validate in real
time numerous hydraulic, pneumatic,
electrical and mechanical subassemblies.
Our expertise makes it possible to take
into account extreme conditions of use
(slopes, terrain, weather conditions,
etc.) and covers
the simulation of
very specific parts:
tracks, buckets,
etc.

HEALTH
Today CIMES
provides the
medical sector
with a wide range
of possibilities
for numerical
simulation of biological and
physiological phenomena:
cardiovascular, nervous, joint or
muscular systems. These tools can be
used to validate and test any type of
implant or innovative medical device,
so as to prepare the clinical validation
phases better.

ENERGY
CONVENTIONAL ENERGY
Our work is
essentially
directed towards
optimisation of
costs and design
times for energy
production plants,
often subject to very strict regulations,
which our teams are able to master.
RENEWABLE ENERGIES
Solar panels,
wind turbines
and tidal units:
our simulation
studies concern
very innovative
designs, used
in complex
environments subject to very strong
natural constraints such as wind,
tides, radiation, etc.
HYDROCARBONS, OIL AND GAS
CIMES is
developing
complex virtual
prototypes which
make it possible
to simulate new
concepts for the
production of
hydrocarbons where physical tests are
almost impossible: offshore drilling,
horizontal drilling, hydraulic fracturing
(fracking), etc.
Our studies make it possible to
optimise production flow rates and
drilling procedures, to limit the
risks of explosion, to assess the
consequences of erosion by water
and sand, and to measure the effects

of extreme natural constraints (wind,
tides, swell, etc.)

HEAVY
INDUSTRY

MECHANICS

Numerical
simulation is
very useful in the
phases of detailed
industrial design, where it makes it
possible to test interactions between
thermal, physical and communication
constraints. These simulations enable
gains to be made in safety, reliability
and energy efficiency.

Numerical
simulation is
particularly
effective in
the design of
mechanical
machines,
particularly where there are high
rotation speeds (turbines, engines,
etc.). In particular it makes progress
possible in the reduction of energy
consumption and the long-term
reliability of these components.

CIVIL ENGINEERING AND
ARCHITECTURE
In this sector in
particular CIMES
has developed
cutting edge
skills in the
simulation of metal
and concrete
structures, which
take into account
frameworks,
pre-stressing,
construction
scheduling,
environmental
conditions and those for the use of the
construction.
CIMES is a specialist in topological
optimisation and enables designers to
explore new structural forms suitable
for auto-compacting concrete and
high performance and fibre-reinforced
concrete.
In the face of the challenges of energy
efficiency in building CIMES also
offers advanced fluid mechanics
simulations in order to validate the
most efficient behaviour for ventilation
and energy recycling.

ARMAMENTS
Our simulation
solutions now
incorporate
many explosive
sciences and
materials models, making it possible
to optimise the most advanced
ballistics systems and test armour and
defence systems.

CONSUMER PRODUCTS
Numerical
simulation meets
the growing
requirement of
consumer markets
for convenience
goods in terms
of quality,
ergonomics,
safety and
durability.
Our work aims
to provide
options for fast
optimisation of designs, to
accelerate the time-to-market whilst
improving product performance:
electromagnetic compatibility, impact
resistance, impermeability, reduction
in complexity and the number of
components, miniaturisation, etc.

➔2
 5 years’ experience
➔H
 PC calculation cluster
➔5
 00 projects developed
Today CIMES is one of the most experienced numerical simulation and test engineering teams
internationally.
In 25 years the CIMES teams have made numerical simulation an ever more reliable and accurate
tool. It is fast and responsive. Every day it continues to open up new innovation possibilities for
the engineering and design teams.
It now provides them with answers to all their problems, in order to dimension, test, characterise,
safeguard, validate or accredit their innovations.

MEMBER

Head Office | Technopôle Transalley
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59308 VALENCIENNES Cedex | France
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Agency - FR | Immeuble Le Président
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Cimes est membre d'Axelium,
un groupement intégré
d'ingénierie, de la conception
au prototype.
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